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H
ill towns in the Indian subcontinent have the reputation of go-
ing to sleep early. Shops close and shutters come down one
after the other with a rattling sound as the sun goes down, one
after the other, and streets are deserted by dinner time. The an-

onymous murmur of the crowd fades into the echoes of barking dogs.
However, the capital of Bhutan is an exception to this ridge-rule — more so
on the weekends.

Thimphu is no New York or Bangkok, but it can take you by surprise — it
strikes you especially so if you have travelled from a megapolis such as
Delhi, where the nocturnal activities are mostly confined to private spaces,
where people keep to themselves in the big cars that they drive around. 

On weekends, downtown Thimphu transforms into a vibrant public
space, but without disturbing the disciplined fraternity who go to bed
early. There is a clandestine vibe to this nightly revelry that takes place only
in basements. This night life reveals itself to those who are aware of its
whereabouts and are a regular on the circuit, or tourists who have
wandered o� to discover the underbelly of the city. The scene is so full of
energy that even a drizzle cannot dampen high spirits. Young boys and
girls run around the streets, and gather in the downtown amphitheatre.
They can be found doing vaults and jumps with earplugs plugged in,
listening to hip-hop while they do so. Dressed in either leggings or bag-
gies, they appear cool and immersed in their own subculture, as they hop
pubs and clubs. 

The city remains alive well past midnight. Night life is accompanied by
food typical to the night. Vendors sell momos and fried rice, noodles and
paan till late. Grocery stores stock local beer and wine to keep up fuel for
this adrenaline rush.
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Night-riders of Thimphu
Bhutan’s otherwise sleepy capital has a subaltern nightlife, a glimpse into how some of the
younger generation distances its identity from Thimphu’s serenity 

Nor black nor white Stark colours, textures and dim-lit LEDs define these places and set the mood

The underbelly
Located in a hotel’s

basement, this is one of
the many bars fully

managed by women
who sing, serve and

clean up. The monarch
on the wall is a token

presence; Buddha does
not figure here at all 

Copy that Singers
usually switch between
Bhutanese and popular
songs in Hindi

Karaoke night
For open-mic

sessions, the
audience is

encouraged to pick
up the mic and sing
whatever they wish

to, or sing in
chorus with the

bar singers

Paths to moksha These spaces have little to do with the preaching of the
Renouncer

A good supper The room is aromatic, filled with the smell of freshly-cooked ferns and
vegetables with lots of chillies and cheese, served in wooden bowls


